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Abstract: Success of the business activities may showcase 

positive progress or developments of the country.  These successes 
involve huge efforts with respect to analysis of the market, target 
customers, environment, availability of the resources and many 
more. Analysis would incur both the time and initial investment. 
Hence, most of the new business initiatives usually drop at the 
beginning stage. The proposed paper is trying to provide a 
solution to these cases by involving technological aspects and data 
from social media’s. Social media has provided a platform for the 

internet users to share their views and opinions on some of the 
components. These could be the resources to generate an 
analytical report for new or existing business strategies. 
 

Keywords: Sentiment Analysis, Machine Learning, 
Classification, Natural Language Processing 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Business is the process of dealing with buying and selling 

of certain products based on the requirements or needs. 
Recent studies have shown that the online business may reach 
$20 billion by year 2020 [1]. Others studies have given that 
Indian online market may reach upto $200 billion by 2026 [2]. 
These developments are encouraging the budding 
entrepreneurs to think about new ideas / innovations towards 
innovative products. Numbers of government and private 
agencies are supporting with wide variety of opportunities for 
the budding entrepreneurs to look at new startups [3]. The 
success of e-commerce not only depends on the creative or 
innovative products but also relies on the need or requirement 
of the product. Data analysis exercises may bring certain 
useful conclusions to budding entrepreneurs to study and 
enter into the market for the success. This paper is proposing a 
Natural Language Processing and Machine Learning based 
methodology for drawing certain sentiments or moods of the 
online users. These sentiments may play a very important role 
in controlling the business strategies. 
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II.  LITERATURE SURVEY 

A. Business strategies in Social medias 

Author [4] tried to design feature extraction frameworks for 
twitter posts. Here the author has tried to improve the 
performance of the classification and text normalization 
techniques on twitter posts. The highest efficiency of 95.7% is 
recorded and it is increased with the difference of 18.7% over 
Bag of Words. Author[5]  has tried to show that the usage of 
twitter as a platform for business knowledge sharing purpose 
nearby South African places namely Western Cape. Author 
[6] tried to understand the positive or negative sentiments of 
the consumers on a particular food product by using 
clustering and classification techniques. Author [7] has tried 
to extract certain useful business information from social 
networking applications namely Google++, Facebook and 
Twitter by using Crawler and IE Techniques.  

  All these surveys indicate that the number of efforts 
taking place towards business activity analysis using social 
networking platforms. Here they tried to employ the current 
on-going buzz words clustering and classification techniques. 

B. Sentiment Analysis 

Sentiment is a kind of opinion, exhibited by the customer 
during interactions and it is used to determine applicability of 
the content [8]. Author [9] has tried to survey all the 
information available in the literature for the various 
developments in data analytics corresponding to Sentiment 
analysis in Tourism. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

 

Fig. 1. Methodology of the proposed research work 
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Figure 1 depicts the methodology of the proposed paper. 
This methodology mainly focuses on the extraction of the 
features on data collected from twitter. Knowledge base 
construction using K-means and then classification using 
k-NN classifier. 

A. Collection of Data from Twitter 

Python has several packages, namely tweepy. This package 
is useful for accessing tweets from twitter for research 
purposes [10].  

B. Construction of business keyword repository 

The proposed paper is trying to analyse the sentiment of the 
tweet towards business that is buying or selling of any 
product. The estimation of type of sentiment, require the type 
of business sentiment. Table I shows certain samples 
identified for business sentiment keyword as a repository. 
 

Table-I : Business Sentiment Keyword Repository 

SN Business sentiment keywords 

1 Not happy, Not interested, Bad, useless, not 
applicable….… 

2 Applicable, good, advantageous, good, 
acceptable, effective, Cost effective, less cost, 
affordable … 

C. Feature Extraction and Selection 

Clustering and classification models require the samples to 
be in the form of features. The collected tweets from twitter 
through tweepy are converted into samples by estimating the 
following features. 

Word2vec [11]: Word2vec is able to calculate the context 
words through word embedding technique. The business 
sentiment keywords identified in the previous step are used 
here to design the word embedding layer.  

Word2vec functions using the architectures shown in figure 
Fig 3. These are called as CBOW (Continuous Bag of Words) 
and Skip-gram models.  

CBOW estimates the keyword using the context keywords 
provided to the model. Skip-gram model follows the inverse 
operation of CBOW model that is, it tries to identify context 
keywords using the given target keyword.  

 

Fig. 2. Architecture of CBOW and Skip-gram 

The probability of the context semantics corresponding to 
the given keyword is estimated using softmax evaluation. 

 
i. Positive Sentiment Quotient (PSQ): softmax evaluation of 

all the keywords mentioned in the Table I and row 1 are 
estimated corresponding to given tweet. Principal 

Component Analysis [12] is applied to combine all these 
softmax evaluations and results PSQ. 

ii. Negative Sentiment Quotient (NSQ): Similar steps are 
followed by considered row 2 of Table I. PCA is applied 
on these softmax evaluations to estimate NSQ of given 
tweet. 

D. Knowledge Base Construction using Clustering or 
Classification model 

K-means is a well-known clustering technique employed 
for clustering the given unsupervised samples [13]. This 
paper proposes, creating four clusters based on the 
assumption that an opinion may contain the percentage of 
both positive and negative shades of statements . 
 Confused Little: Less Positive (LP) and Less Negative 

(LN) sentiments 

 Clear Negative: Less Positive (LP) and More Negative 
(MN) sentiments 

 Clear Positive: More Positive (MP) and Less Negative 
(LN) sentiments 

 Confused More: More Positive (MP) and More Positive 
(MP) sentiments 

Figure 3 shows the graphical representation of the proposed 
clustering model. 

 

Fig. 3. Proposed knowledge base 

E. Classification of Test sample 

The major agenda of the paper is to witness the test sample 
and its evaluation corresponding to business decisions. k-NN 
[14] is applied on Test Sample along with Knowledge Base. 
The number of tweets and their labels may declare the type of 
strategy required for the successful business. 
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Around 104 tweets have been considered, softmax 
evaluations of all the negative and positive business sentiment 
keywords are estimated corresponding to a particular tweet. 
These estimations are shown in the Table II and Table III. 

Table-II:Softmax evaluations of the certain negative 
business sentiment keywords 

Tweets 
Not 

happy 
Not 

interested Bad 
Usele

ss 
Not 

applicable 
BTweet1 0.3 0 0.4 0 0 
BTweet2 0.4 0.81 0 0 0 
BTweet3 0.2 0 0.7 0.1 0 
BTweet4 0 0 0.2 0.1 0.5 

…………… 

Table-III :Softmax evaluations of the certain positive 
business sentiment keywords 

Tweets good acceptable 
less 
cost 

More 
useful affordable 

BTweet1 0.3 0 0.4 0 0 

BTweet2 0.4 0.81 0 0 0 

BTweet3 0.2 0 0.7 0.1 0 

BTweet4 0 0 0.2 0.1 0.5 
…………… 

 
Table IV depicting the PCA estimation using the Table II 

and Table III properties. Basically PCA is applied to reduce 
the number of features that minimizes the complexity of 
clustering and classification.  

Table-IV: PCA estimations of both Table II and Table III 
features into PSQ and NSQ 

 
PSQ NSQ 

BTweet1 0.97 0.21 

BTweet2 0.54 0.56 

BTweet3 0.99 0.2 

BTweet4 0.33 0.88 

……… 

Figure 4 is the graphical representation of the knowledge 
base of behavioural sentiment classification model. It 
contains the labelled samples into four clusters and their 
centroids.  

 

Fig. 4. : Knowledge base of behaviour sentiment 
classification model 

Test sample 1 features that PSQ and NSQ are estimated, 
which is shown in Table V. Test sample 1 belongs to the class 
labelled Clear Negative. This indicates that test sample 1 
expressed negative thoughts about the some product.  

Table-V: Test sample and its label 

 
PSQ NSQ Label 

Test 
sample1 

0.14 0.89 
Clear 

Negative 

V. CONCLUSION 

Current system is providing huge or abundant amount of 
data concerned to several aspects namely relations, business, 
matrimonials, entertainment and so on. The effective 
utilization of this data and creating social impacts would be 
the responsibility of research & developments domain. In the 
regard, the proposed paper is one such attempt to use the 
existing abundant data and create useful inferences to the 
society. This paper can be further extended with more number 
of test samples for efficiency verification. 
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